Does your thesis contain commercially confidential material?

Contact the HDR Office

Does your thesis contain culturally sensitive material?

Contact the HDR Office

Does your thesis contain publications or do you intend to publish your thesis?

Contact the Library

- These matters need to be addressed at the earliest possible point during a student’s candidacy.
- Depending on the agreements between the student and other parties, a full moratorium may be agreed to.
- If a moratorium is agreed to, the print and digital versions of the thesis will be suppressed from public access, under the terms agreed to by the Higher Degree Research Office (HDRO) and the Higher Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

HDRO Contacts:  
hdreexam@mq.edu.au  
(for PhD/MPhil and Professional Doctorate)  
exam.mres@mq.edu.au (for MRes)

- If the digital thesis contains 3rd party material (e.g. images from external sources): please advise the library. An embargo on the thesis is not required as the Library has multiple strategies to deal with these situations.
- For students wishing to publish their thesis in full or part: theses will not be automatically embargoed.
- However:
  - If a student is in negotiations with a publisher, certain embargoes can be considered.
  - If a student has not commenced negotiations with a publisher, then students must contact the Library to discuss their plans.
  - If an embargo is agreed to, it will be only for a limited period.

Library Contact:  
researchonline@mq.edu.au
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